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Mike Daum

W

e now have a few more committees in place to facilitate a
few areas of club business. As announced at the June picnic's impromptu meeting, Gabe Jaen and Steve Costello
will be welcoming our new members by "meeting and greeting,"
maybe even paying them shop visits. I'm hoping that the formation of
this committee will help to make new members feel more comfortable
among our growing ranks, and Gabe and Steve can direct them in
their quest for woodworking knowledge.
Joe Bottigliere, our beloved membership chairman, will now handle
condolences for members and their families on such sad occasions.
There is one other important task that I would like to pass along to a
volunteer as a major responsibility to the club. It is a role that I have
undertaken at every meeting since January, and I must reluctantly step
down due to time constraints. It's not that I am burdened by it, but I
find it difficult to maintain consistently.
The presidency? No. Donut selection? Uh uh. What I'm asking for is
someone to place the club's meeting sign in the barn's driveway
entrance that helps to direct drivers from Rte 25 to the meetings. That
small brown sign that reads "Brush Barn" is just too difficult to see.
The sign is located upstairs in the barn and needs to be in place before
6:30pm before each meeting. Then it needs to be placed back in the
barn before we close up the barn that night. I must hand over that
task, but you can still count on me to empty the garbage at the end of
the meetings.
Other items of interest; at the last board meeting on June 16th, all
grant requests sent to the board by the grant committee were
approved. Those members will be recognized at the September meeting. There is still limited grant monies available through 2004, so apply
early. Applications are still available online through the LIWC website.
Also, a financial report from the club's treasurer, Brian Hayward, will
be available to review at each meeting. This will provide an opportunity for members to get an idea of how club money is spent (and how
much gas the Hummer and club jet uses).
Finally, Tim Donovan has courageously volunteered to pick up where
I left off in 2001, updating and collecting information from members
for a database that provides us with a cross-referencing index of
member interests, tools, skills, and locations. Please cooperate with
this effort that will only benefit our members, and is kept private.
See you all at the round robin in July!
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Editor’s Notes

Secretary’s
Report

Daryl Rosenblatt
Daryl Rosenblatt (for this month)

I

The annual picnic proved that, once again, neither rain,
have been communicating with my counterpart in
gloom or mist could keep a large contingent of memthe NWA, and we are both interested in doing some
bers from enjoying themselves. Since I did not takeany
joint articles, to be published in both newsletters. If
notes from the meeting, this will be both brief and you are not familiar with the NWA, it is the Northeastern
probably incomplete (my apologies to all).
Woodworkers’ Association. Their club show, held in
Saratoga every year, has served as the inspiration for our
Harry Hinteman and Owen Brady, our grillmeisters own show. Check out their website (available as a link at
managed to cook up a storm assisted by Gabe and our website). Their newsletter editor’s name is Clark Pell.
Amie Jaen (there were others, but I don’t recall at this If that name is familiar to you, it’s because he won Best
point). Thank you to all. A quick meeting after the pic- in Show at our April show..
nic ensued.
We have enjoyed a reciprocal arrangement with the
We held our award ceremony for the Show winners. NWA for several years now. Charlie James won an award
Congratulations to all. Show and Tell included a cruci- there last year; Mike Daum and Bob Urso were judges at
fix by Tony Zappia and Kurt Dietrich, who brought in their own 2003 show; and Clark is a member of both
an obscure weather resistant wood sent to his father. clubs. So let’s look forward to being able to draw on the
resources of the two major (or so I think) woodworking
John Seiple was among the raffle winners.
clubs on the East Coast. I will have more information on
The remainder of the meeting was a Q and A involv- this hopefully ongoing collaboration as things develop.
ing the show. A fuller financial accounting of the show
will be forthcoming. Bob Urso also touched on the Bill Leonhardt’s resource on dust collection websites is
possibilities of a clubhouse. Since we are growing (288 pretty comprehensive. He has listed sites concerning just
members at last count) a new space might eventually about every facet of dust collection. Included are some
be needed. The costs and ramifications of a clubhouse obscure sites that clearly took a lot of detective work on
was also discussed, but everything was much to pre- his part to find. Hopefully, we can soon see photos of
liminary to go into details. The membership was inter- members’ dust collection systems they have designed
and assembled based on this work.
ested however. Information will follow.

First LIWC Grants A warded

When I reviewed Tales from the Blue Ox for Astragal
Press, I was struck by how much renown our club is
beginning to receive; the review of their new book (now
on sale) was at their behest. I will make sure it finds its
home in the club library (as will their catalog--they have
many books of interest to Club members).

In 2003, the Board announced the formation of a
Grants Committee, to assist members in furthering their
woodworking education, with the proviso that this
money also further the memberships’ knowledge. The
following members have been awarded the following
When you read Mike’s Show Biz column, you will see he
grants:
mentions the possibility of group projects for the show. This
echos the call for this on our website. In addition, I am
Daryl Rosenblatt: $150 - Inlay Techniques
thinking of developing several plans for projects for the
Rich Macrae: $500 - Period Furniture
show. I think it would be interesting to see how various
Brian Monks: $400 - Windsor Chairmaking
woodworkers develop the same plans into different projects.
Steve Gazes: $300 - Intarsia
We tried something similar to this for our 2003 show (anyCharlie Felsen: $200 - Turning
one remember the row of cutting boards we tried to surprise
Frank Klausz with?). If there is any interest in this, please let
The Grant Award ceremony will be at the September me know.
meeting. Additional grants are available for 2004. The
application is available via our website.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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Notes From the
Programming Committee

Show Biz
Mike Daum

Bob Urso

O

ur June meeting is typically the end of the Club's regular
meeting presentations. Although we meet throughout
the summer, we don't usually conduct seminars or
workshops in July and August. Our July meeting will be a round
robin as we have done in past years. August is not planned yet and
ideas are welcome; we can even do another round robin if there is
interest. Our next planned weekend seminar will be with Marc
Adams in November. It will consist of a Friday slide show and
Seminars on Sat. & Sun. The topics are to be determined.

P

lans for Show 2005 were approved by the board of
directors, and are now underway. At the June picnic, five
members joined the Show planning committee. It will
be necessary to enlist a few more people to run the Show efficiently, therefore an additional sign-up sheet will be made available at the July round robin.

Feedback from Show 2004 was the topic of discussion at the
impromptu picnic meeting. The Q & A session helped in
understanding the importance of the Show to the club in genWe discussed several things at the June Picnic including preparaeral, and the members approval to forward on in 2005 shows
tions for next years show. I would like to discuss some of the non
great promise in creating the best exhibition yet.
show items:
In order to generate new projects from members for next year,
several people suggested the idea of several small groups getting together to work on various project categories, such as
tables, chairs, boxes, etc. Finally, a simple solution to get woodworkers working. New projects for Show 2005 will be the
essence of the event, and without this input from members,
there will be no need for the exhibition. Time is moving rapidly, so now is the time to plan for projects. Discussion groups
can be found on the website forum, and we can monitor
Next we will need a coordinator for our annual bus trip to the progress of these activities at the meetings.
wood show in Saratoga Springs next April. If you can help contact Steve Costello for details
Our club is a member run organization, and the more members
involved the better it runs. We could use some help in several areas.
First is the program committee, which helps to select and organize
the various club activities. Duties would include:
Meeting about two or three times a year a year.
Selection of speakers, contacting and following up with speakers.
Member sign up and fee collection
Making sure all resources for workshop are available.

June Picnic organizer: Make sure all is on hand for a successful picnic (food, entertainment, grill etc) Individual or group participation
is welcome.
At the picnic, I mentioned that we were looking into the feasibility of having our own clubhouse. I threw out some exploratory
numbers and was quickly taken to task for lack of planning the
actual implications of such a venture. What I was really trying to
do was get a feeling for the interest in such a plan. Cautious optimism was what I came away with. As the club gets larger and more
diverse, we are at risk of outgrowing our current meeting place. I
personally like the barn, and think it a great place us to meet, but
we need to look at other options and contingencies .We would
need a centrally (to our members) located area. Some feelers have
been put out for commercial space between Bethpage and
Hauppauge and near the LIE. We can use help in the areas of
commercial real estate and insurance. We are in an early fact finding situation and no changes are planned. One idea would be to
4

offer several levels of club membership from standard to
Guild level. Fees and privileges would increase with each membership level. Some advantages of a clubhouse are meetings
preparation would start on time, no dancers to wait for; flexible times; availability when we need it; an operational shop on
site. Also, machinery would not have to be brought in for
demo's etc. We should be able to get donated equipment to
equip such a shop. We would have a commercial address for
truck deliveries, eventual use of machinery not practical for
individual ownership. Also a permanent gallery space for display or sales.
Last, but not least, the ability to have beginner, intermediate
and advanced classes and workshops on a regular basis
Can we do this? Maybe.

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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Bent Nails and Splinters
Steve Eckers

S

Get a small first aid kit specifically for the
shop. Mount it on the wall right by the phone. Put
‘todays' date on it. Check it every year to make sure
it does not need any refills or change of first aid ointments. Be sure to add a good pair of splinter removing
tweezers to it.
AFETY

bandsaw.
MEASURMENT An inexpensive dial micrometer is a
handy thing to have in the shop. Use it for setting the
final cut of your surface planer. It’s also handy for finding drill bit sizes when you can’t read the markings on
them.
ROUTING When placing a bit in your router, push it all
the way to the bottom and then pull it out 1/8". This will
allow the bit to run truer.

LUBE Bicycle chain lubricant/cleaner is great for the
gears inside your table saw. It lubricates without gumTAUNTON PRESS (publishers of Fine Woodworking mag- ming up or retaining saw dust.
azine) has an extensive list of books they publish. SCREW GUN If you use a ‘screw gun’, remember there are
Subjects range from building a workbench to finishing three different sizes of Phillips head screws. Commonly
and every subject in between. Many of these books are used in woodworking. They are #1, #2, and #3. The
available at Barnes & Noble and Borders. They are all size is usually marked on the shank of the screwdriver bit.
well written and hold lots of great ideas, designs and If you are chewing up the screw slots, it is time to get a
ideas for the beginner, intermediate and advanced wood- new bit. The #2 is the most common with the #3 used
worker.
for heavy hinges and the #1 for really small screws.
DRILL PRESS Too many people run the drill press at a
slower speed than is really needed. Most drills, Forster
bits and spade bits will cut smoother when run at a high
speed. Just watch your feed rate.

SMALL PIECES Are you having trouble driving ‘glazers
points’ into picture frames to keep the picture in place?
Use a large pair of pliers to squeeze the point in place.
Be sure to use a piece of cardboard between the pliers
jaw and the outside of the frame.

GLUE When using PVA type glue, do not use a wet rag
STORAGE Your local carpet store is always throwing out
to wipe off ‘squeeze-outs’. This will only spread a thin
cardboard tubes that carpet comes on. A section or two
layer of glue all over your project. Let the glue skin over
make a great storage container for long dowels.
and then use a putty knife to scrape off the glue, or better yet, let it dry completely and then use a chisel to carefully shave off the hardened glue. The clear plastic lid
Special Interest Groups
from a coffee can or Yogurt container make an excellent
The success of the 100 Toy Gang has shown that
glue pallet. Yellow glue will not stick to it. To clean up,
club members can get together for various reasons
let the glue dry, flex the lid and the hardened glue will
outside of our normal monthly meetings and weekpop.
end seminars.
CLAMPING Keep an old ‘Ace’ bandage in the shop. It
makes a good band clamp when assembling small boxes.
Do you make miniature pieces? Old fashioned spring
clothes pins make great clamps for this work. You can
also reshape the tips for getting into really small spots.
BANDSAW Use a magic marker and write the proper
bandsaw blade length inside the top wheel cover. This
will remind you of the proper length when purchasing
new ones. It is very important if you own more than one

Joe Pascucci mentioned he was interested in forming
a scroll sawing Special Interest Group (SIG). Please
contact him regarding this.
If any other member has an interest that he or she
would like to share, it need not be in a formal setting.
SIGs are common for large clubs. Other areas of
interest might be: Marquetry and intarsia, period furniture, studio furniture, turning, finishing. If you
have an idea, please let Daryl know (to put in The
Woodrack), plus post it on the website.

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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Supersize
that?

Don’t worry. That crazy
barbecuing clown can’t get in. I
locked the doors.
Forget the
burgers. This is a
great way to steam
bend my oak.

Let’s drive Daryl
crazy and say nothing
witty for the captions

Seen and
heard at the
picnic

I’ll put in the teasurer’s
report that it’s MIKE who had
six ice creams!
Hey! This
burger tastes a lot
like steam bent oak!
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Product Review:
Miller Dowel System
Daryl Rosenblatt

A

lthough I've seen the ads for the Miller Dowel
System in magazine ads, I had no interest, since
my own woodworking tends to be of the "higher end" (translation-I'm being a snob) variety. The type
of woodworking where joints are dovetailed, tenoned or
hidden. I also figured since I had a biscuit jointer to deal
with shop cabinets and projects of that type, I had no
use for this product. Several things made me realize it
deserved a second look:

bit to get very hot. Also, use very little pressure. The bit
is well designed for chip clearance, and there are a lot of
chips that get ejected. You don't need much glue, just
two smears on each side of the dowel. I used a tack hammer. When using a flush cutting saw, use short strokes
for better control.
I would recommend the company make and sell a
mahogany, white oak or ipe dowel for outdoor use. I can
imagine some tricks used to make a casual viewer see the
dowel as part of an inlay, but since the cut off part of
the dowel is end grain, I can't recommend it for that.
However, considering the price and ease of use, I can
recommend it for anyone for hidden joints, and anywhere else where you don't mind seeing a cut off dowel.

1.
The demonstration at the show: I know that Bob Urso sells them, and to arrange for purchasing, you
whenever a product is demonstrated, the exhibitor, who should contact him at our monthly meetings or via our
has done it thousands of times, make sit look easier than website.
it is. Except this time, I did it, and it was as easy as they
showed.
A closeup of the Miller Dowel,
2.
The price: The capital expense is around $20,
and the proprietary drill bit prosince it's a reasonable assumption that a woodworker will
vided with the kit.
have a drill and some glue.
The bit provides excellent chip
clearance, and the flats milled
into the shank provide a positive
grab from the drill. Use a light
touch though, or the drill can
catch in the hole.

The dowel system comes with a custom made drill bit
(stepped, and also squared off to give a better grip in the
chuck) and 40 specially made dowels. The dowels have
an extensive ribbing pattern for a good grip with glue.
Although it can be used for any joinery, I would think its
real specialty is joining into end grain.

Once hammered into
place, the dowel is difficult to remove (as
experience has shown
me). It needs very little
glue for a strong joint.
You can cut the top off
the dowel with a flush
cutting saw as soon as
it is hammered; no
need to wait for the
glue to dry. A small
tack hammer is perfect
for the job.

To use you hold the two pieces of wood together, drill
the hole, glue and insert the dowel, bang it into place,
then saw off (a flush no-set saw works best) the protruding dowel. That's it.
Pluses: It's fast and strong. I've used it for shop cabinets
and for a drawer unit I built for outdoor use.
Minuses: It's tempting to use it for all joinery, but it just
won't do for high end woodworking. The dowels will
always be visible, and even if the wood matches what
you are using (they come in birch, maple, red oak, cherry, walnut and purpleheart), the exposed dowel will be
end grain, which is not optimal for finishing purposes.
Tips: I used it to connect framework in White Oak.
When connecting two pieces that thick (1.5") expect the

Sources for tools needed:
GLUE: any yellow or white glue would be fine
TACK HAMMER: any hardware or model supply store.
FLUSH CUTTING SAW: I got a Japanese (Kugihiki) saw from
Woodply, but it would not hold up. You have to saw very slowly,
or the wood tears anyway. I would recommend a western style
push saw, or the smaller pull saw from Lee Valley.

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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Dust Collection Websites

I

n response to my request for articles on dust collection,
Bill Leonhardt sent me the following list of websites
that contains information on the subject. The top website (beginning with “cnets...”) connects to a large page of
information about dust collection in general, focusing on
cyclones, and should be considered a must read by anyone
interested in dust collection. I clicked on each one and tried
to write a quick blurb for each site.
When this page is issued on our website (following the July
meeting), this page will contain the links needed to simply
point and click to go to each website.
http://cnets.net/~eclectic/woodworking/cyclone/
index.cfm
Bill’s cyclone research. Probably the Holy Grail of dust
research available.
http://www.airhand.com/
Air Handling Systems-makers of ductwork
http://members.aol.com/Alamaral/DC.html
A homemade 2 stage collector
http://www.spiralmfg.com/prod.htm
Manufacturer of spiral pipe and fittings.
http://www.pennstateind.com/
The Penn State home page (see Bob Urso)
http://www.inpro.net/offcenter/cyclone.html
A shop made cyclone
http://www.vwa.org.au/woodlink.htm
Australian site with dust hazard information
http://home.pacbell.net/jdismuk/cyclone.html
Another shop made cyclone
http://www.geocities.com/drvermin/dustcollection
links.html
Links of dust collection sites.
http://mypeoplepc.com/members/dstig/dustfaq_1.html
The rec.woodworking FAQs on dust collection
http://www.mnsi.net/~pas/brochure.htm
Links for calculation spreadsheets
http://www.newwoodworker.com/jetdust.html
Homeshop contractor saw collector
http://www.oneida-air.com/
The Oneida Cyclone home page
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/rodec/woodworking/
articles/DC_myths.html
Information on grounding ducts
http://www.thesawshop.com/index.shtml
The Saw Shop home page (they sell accessories)
http://home.att.net/~waterfront-woods/
Link to article about static electricity
http://www.woodsucker.com/
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Woodsucker home page (maker of cyclones)
http://www.fountainclan.com/wood/Air%20Cleaner.html
Shop built air cleaner
http://www.wynnenv.com/torit_filters.htm
Wynn filters, makers of canister filters
http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/wooddust/index.html
OSHA’s wood dust site
http://www.woodworkforums.ubeaut.com.au/showthread
.php?s=&threadid=3749&highlight=cyclone
Austrailia’s woodworking forum
http://www.cianperez.com/Wood/WoodDocs/WoodNet
%20HFDC%20Thread.htm
Harbor Freight Tools dust collection forum
http://www.bluetornadocyclones.com/
Maker of cyclones
http://www.homestead.com/ValRoseWoodWorks/files/
guardPanViews.html
http://www.ronan.net/~woodwork/airfilter.htm
Air filtration system
http://www.woodweb.com/knowledge_base/_dust_col
lection_design_guide.pdf
Design of air handling systems
http://www.woodisourart.com/tablesaw/bladecover.htm
Overarm tablesaw guard with dust pickup
http://www.woodcentral.com/bparticles/
overarm_guard.shtml
Overarm tablesaw guard with dust pickup
http://www.americanfabricfilter.com/
Makers of felt filtering bags
http://www.iedu.com/DeSoto/dust_collection.html
Homemade cyclone system
http://cnets.net/~eclectic/woodworking/PVC.html
Using PVC
http://www.billpounds.com
Shop made dust collection of tools
http://dustboy.com
Maker of 2 stage dust collector
http://www.kraemertool.com/smport.htm
Canadian manufactureer of undertable collector
Please note that there are many other resources available.
Several books have recently been written about dust collection, and the “standard” mail order houses all deal with
dust collectors and cyclones, among them Grizzly,
Highland Hardware, Wilke Machinery and many others.
It seems that we have underestimated the dangers of wood
dust for years, and also how the dust is collected in the
wood shop. OSHA has now listed wood dust as a possible
carcinogen; so while we take for granted that wood is an
organic material, it can be as dangerous as the tools we use
to cut it.
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Book Review
Tales From the Blue Ox
Daryl Rosenblatt

T

ales From The Blue Ox, by Dan Brett (Astragal
Press, 2003) is a book that is indeed about days
gone by. However, it has nothing to do with Paul
Bunyan. For those, like me, who never heard of the Blue
Ox (the Victorian Village, not the faithful companion of
Paul) it is a historic park utilizing machinery and techniques from the Victorian Era to produce work used
today.
The book itself is an overview of the various disciplines
the Village offers, beginning with its history. Like so
many non-corporate ventures, it is the vision of its
founders, Eric and Viviana Holenbeck. Starting small, as
a logger and lumber company (interestingly enough, the
name Paul Bunyan is never mentioned in the book), it
has gradually grown into a fairly large operation, and the
book gives an overview of each part of the village.

do, and since we all work
with tool steel, has a modern analogue which we
can put to use today. I
also found interesting that
wood finishing has, in
many respects, changed
very little. Since oil and
shellac are finishes that
are still in use today, this
chapter
(called
Craftsman's Alchemy) is
as modern today as it was
a century ago.
Explained quite well are subjects such as wood technology (which if course has also not changed), printing,
soap making, boat building, and the aforementioned finishing. Formulas for making you own finishes are included.

Although called a manual, it is more of an outline of various subjects that will probably be of interest to anyone
who wanted to read the book in the first place. It will
Dan Brett has subtitled his book "A hands-on manual of serve as a good starting point, enabling the reader to look
traditional skills from the Blue Ox Millworks Historical for books (or classes) that delve deeper into a given subPark." This is a bit inaccurate, in that I view a manual as ject.
a series of step by step instructions that the reader can Being a hand tool fan, I found the book readable and
use to replicate many of the procedures written about. enjoyable. It is published by Astragal Press, which is a
Since one of Eric Hollenbeck's skills is a reclaimer of old publishing house that specializes in books of interested
machinery, and putting them into service, the methods, to many members of the Club. A catalog will be given to
while certainly interesting to a woodworker, would have the library. Their website is http://www.astragalpress.com.
to be adapted by a modern woodworker. Quite possible,
but if the other chapters are the same as the woodworkTable of Contents
ing ones, then the reader had best invest considerable
Chapter 8: Decorative Plaster
time in learning basic hand skills to replicate the steps Chapter 1: Story of the Blue
Ox
needed.
Chapter 9: Turning Wood
I can say, however, that Brett's basic overviews of his
subjects are interesting, well written, and pretty clear concerning what and why things were done the way the
Victorians and their American counterparts approached
their projects.
The book has 15 chapters, seven of them directly tied to
woodworking. The other subjects were interesting however. I especially liked the chapter on blacksmithing,
which remains an arcane art to me. He does clearly
explain how and why heated metals move the way they

Chapter 2: Victorian
Architecture

Chapter 10: The Blacksmith’s
Shop

Chapter 3: The Sawmill

Chapter 11: The Shingle Mill

Chapter 4: Molding
Chapter 5: Human-Powered
Tools
Chapter 6: The Print Shop
Chapter 7: Craftsman’s
Alchemy: Useful Concoctions

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB

Chapter 12: The Boatyard
Chapter 13: Doors and
Windows
Chapter 14: The Potter’s Shop
Chapter 15: A Victorian
Future
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Inexpensive Inlay Tools

also reversible.
Another use is ripping. Sometimes I need to slice down a small
piece to length and width (I've learned to master the art of
string inlay repair-don't ask). The tool lets you insert the
wood, get your hands out of the way, and pare down a 1/6"
or less slice.

Daryl Rosenblatt

E

ver since Garrett Hack demonstrated inlay techniques,
I was entranced. There are some issues involved with
string inlay and bandings that must be dealt with: ripping strings to thickness and width, crosscutting them to
length, and smoothing the bottoms of grooves. Garrett
showed us a method using a marking gauge with a sharpened
cutter to slice the wood into thin strips. He then used a chisel
to chop the strips to length (about ¾" long).
Although I like the way Garrett does his inlay, my model
building experience showed me a different method of manipulating small pieces of wood. Two products available by Micro
Mark, Inc. a model supply firm make inlay much easier.

WOOD STRIP CUTTER: This is actually the same as Garrett's
marking gauge with sharpened cutter, but specifically meant
for slicing long wood strips. It has a small micro adjustment
knob, and a blade holder. Meant for slicing balsa when used
with X-acto #11 blades, it will also hold X-acto #24 blades,
which are beefier. With the #24's, I was able to slice thin strips
of holly over and over. Ebony was tougher because it is so
incredibly hard and brittle. To use, simply dial in the width you
want, score a line, then press a bit harder two or three times.
You have to be careful about the blade wandering. Since you
are cutting with the grain, there is a tendency for the knife to
follow the grain instead of a straight line. A little practice
though, and I was able to rip off the 60 pieces of wood (each
1/8" wide and 36" long) with very little waste. The wider the
wood you are working with, the easier it is to get consistent
strips.
CHOPPER II: This is a tool I am very happy with. It is really
nothing more than a scaled down paper cutter. The blade is a
single edged razor blade. It comes with two stops, with preset
angles of 90, 45, 30 and 60. I got it out of desperation really.
Since I needed about 100 pieces of ebony and holly (each
1/8" high) cut to a length of 5/8", I knew I would never be
able to do what Garrett does: take a chisel and individually cut
each piece. I tried. The little strips were flying everywhere; the
ebony was dulling my chisel by simply looking at it; and I was
having trouble holding the wood strip down for a consistent,
square cut.
I set the stop on the chopper for a 5/8" cut, and then, like a
metronome, sliced piece after small piece, perfect and square
each time. The 75 pieces of holly (I cut many extras just in
case) were easy. I probably needed two razor blades to cut
them all. The same number of ebony pieces required about 6
blades. They didn't just dull, they were ground away. Ebony is
the hardest material I've ever worked with. Fortunately, blade
changes require only a quick unscrewing of the cover. The
blade is registered with the handle, so it's easy to insert. It's

ROUTER PLANE: The Stanley 271 Router Plane does not look
much like a plane, It certainly does not look like a router. It is
a very specialized tool that does do a bit of both functions. It's
one of those tools that is hardly necessary for woodworking,
but make life easier. You will ahve to get one on EBay though.
This small router plane only performs one function: to finish
the bottom of a groove or dado perfectly smooth and parallel
to the outer surface of the wood. Very handy when doing
inlay, cuffs, or any other form of decorative work where a neat
groove is needed. Please realize this tool is not meant for thin
string inlay, since the cutter is ¼" wide-it is for wider groves
like cuffs and decorative inlay.
Like all planes, it has to be tuned. The sole is small, so it's
quick work to lap it. The blade, like all plane and chisel blades
must be lapped and honed. Note the bottom of the blade is
NOT parallel to the plane sole. It is angled slightly up from
front to back. This permits the blade to "toe into" the groove
and lift it slightly. Depth of cut must be very slight. You are
barely trimming the bottom of a groove, not creating a new
one. You can't, since there is no way to reference the side of
the router plane with a straightedge.
Honing the blade must be done by hand. Since it is an L
shaped blade (the shaft sticks up, and it's the shaft which locks
the blade), there is no honing guide available to hold it.
Garrett told me that a fine inlay job can double the price he
gets for his work. I would recommend these tools to everyone
who does such work. If you are a pro, time is money. If you
are, like me, an amateur, then time spent woodworking is rare.
As great timesavers, they are a tremendous bargain.
Sources:
MICRO-MARK, INC.
1-800-225-1066
www.micromark.com
Wood Strip Cutter: part #144568 $7.75
X-acto #24 blades: part #50280 $5.50 for 15 blades
Chopper II: part # 82439 $39.95
Razor blades: part # 14292 $10.95 for 100
PEARL PAINT (Hempstead Turnpike, a mile east of the
Meadowbrook Parkway) For the Chopper II.
Stanley 271

Chopper II
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THE WOODRACK

Best In Show

inwood, partitioned with holly and satinwood dividers.

The inlay consists of 109 pieces of wood in the top and
another 41 pieces in the flies, and includes additional
Clark Pell
woods such as popular, curly walnut, zebrawood and
padauk. The inlay is hand detailed with ink and acrylics.
lark Pell, a member of our Club and the The box itself is constructed from an additional 60
Northeastern Woodworkers Association, created pieces of wood, and is finished with an oil/varnish combination and satin Briwax.
the fly box

C

that won "Best In
Show" at this year's
Showcase at Hofstra
University. Clark is
also the editor of the
NWA newsletter.

Clark retired
after
35
years as a
fish
and
wildlife biologist in both
Ontario and
For those who did
New York
not see the box, it is
State, so he
approximately 8" x
knows the
11" by 3" deep, and
subject. He
constructed mainly
has
been
from
Macassar
doing woodebony, goncalo alves
working for
and satinwood. The
about
as
top of the box has a
long,
but
raised oval featuring
The completed box has approxionly
took
up
marquetry
that
mately 210 pieces of wood not
marquetr y
counting the banding.
depicts a male brown
several years
trout rising to a slate
drake mayfly. The scene was developed from images of ago. Other examples of his work may be seen on his
wild browns taken in the Catskill Mountains. The sides website at www.inlayart.com.
have eight flies cut into bands of bird's-eye maple with
holly and satinwood borders. The interior is mainly sat-

The box is constructed with the four sides fastened to
ebony corner posts. The bottom fits into a dado in
each side, and the grove on the top of the sides
accepts a spline for top caps of ebony.

The detail of the marquetry and banding are shown in
this early photo of the box top
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The Marketplace
Delta Unisaw - 3 HP model with 50”
Unifence and UniT Fence add on;
Biesmeyer Guard with dust pickup;
Accumiter Gauge; Woodhaven Router
Fence, Three Amana Blades
$2000
Five 24 x 72 infrared ceiling heating panels complete with thermostat/switch,
prewired for 220 V. Designed for a lay-in
ceiling or can be mounted to any ceiling.
$150
Primus Jointer plane
$125
Penn State DC-3 850 CFM dust collector
with 1 micron bag. 110/220V
$100
Daryl Rosenblatt DarylRos@AOL.com
(516) 627-0647
Performax 25 x 2 Dual Drum Sander with
Power Feed; 5 HP 220 V Leeson Motor.
Machine has “low mileage”Asking
$2,000 firm
Bob Urso (631) 724-4625 or through
the club website
12" Sear's bandsaw, good condition
$175
14" Reliance Bandsaw, good condition.
$225

10" Ryobi Tablesaw, good condition
Charlie Morehouse at 631-271-7251
Craftsman 12" band saw
Craftsman drill press
Delta 12" planer
Grizzly 8" jointer
Air compressor and nail guns
Craftsman 10" Radial saw
Delta Wood lathe *
Delta Contractors saw 10"*
Craftsman Jig saw(give away)
Router table/ with Porter Cable
Sthil chain saw
Wood chipper
Robert Rudd (631) 261-0371
rrudd@suffolk.lib.ny.us
Craftsman 12” Bandsaw in good condition
$125
Neal Fergenson (516) 796-9052
-Dust Collector: Murphy-Rodgers, MRT-4,
1,200 CFM @ free air,
400 CFM @ 9" H2O, 1 HP TEFC motor,
115/230V, w/contactor controlled, 1micron
AFF bag, cyclone lid w/garb pail, 30 Gal

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB

4 Pam Court
South Setauket, NY 11720
First Class Mail

drum. 4" fittings + some flex hose, extra
10 micron bags.
$ 200
-Pneumatic Stapler, Senco, SNS-40, 7/16"
Crown Staples, usedfor 400staples, with
9,500+ staples (1-1/2").
$150
-Bandsaw, Delta 14", with new 1-1/2 HP
TEFC motor, riser block, bearings,cool
blocks (2 new sets), speed tensioning
knob & new tensioning spring,assorted
new blades + carbide blade, open stand
has storage cabinet built in.
$ 400
-Delta Bandsaw riser block set, unused, $75
- Delta Sliding Miter Jig (#36-205) for sale.
Used a couple of times on a UniSaw,
$95.00 with all parts.
- Brett-Guard, 10L, unused in original box,
$ 75.00.
jekearney@earthlink.net (New Hyde
Park)
Help Wanted: Lumber Man at Roberts
Plywood
Scott Roberts (631) 586-7700

